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Disclaimer
This presentation (Document) has been prepared by A-Cap Resources Limited (A-Cap) in connection with a proposed issue of A-Cap's shares (the Offer). This Document does not constitute an offer or invitation or recommendation to subscribe for or purchase any
securities or financial product advice by A-Cap or any other person. Nothing in this Document shall form the basis of any contract or commitment, or constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice. This Document does not purport to contain all of the material
information that a party may require in making a decision in relation to A-Cap or the securities discussed herein. This Document should be read in conjunction with A-Cap's other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with the Australian Stock
Exchange, which are available at www.asx.com.au.
This Document is provided to you as an Australian investor who is a professional investor or sophisticated investor (as defined in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act)), to whom a prospectus is not required to be given under Chapter 6D of the
Corporations Act. In accepting this Document you warrant that you are such an investor. If you are located in any other jurisdiction, you warrant that you are a person to whom securities can lawfully be issued under all applicable laws, without the need for any
registration, lodgement or other formality.
The information contained in this Document is confidential and is only being made available on a confidential basis. Recipients must establish and maintain effective security measures to safeguard access to or use of the information contained in this Document
and any other confidential information made available to the recipient. The information contained in this Document and any other confidential information made available to any recipient may only be used for considering the Offer and must be held in complete
confidence and must not be disclosed, copied, published, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part at any time to any person without the prior written consent of A-Cap and by accepting the delivery or making to it of this Document, the recipient agrees not
to do so and to return any written copy of this Document (and any other confidential information made available to the recipient) to A-Cap at the request of A-Cap.
A-Cap has prepared this Document based on information available to it to date. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information,
opinions and conclusions contained in this Document. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of A-Cap nor its directors, employees, officers, professional advisers or agents, nor any other person accepts any responsibility or liability, including, without
limitation, any liability arising from fault, negligence or omission on the part of any person, for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising from the use of this Document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it. This information has
been prepared by A-Cap without taking account of any person's objectives, financial situation or needs and because of that, you should, before acting on this information, consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to your own objectives,
financial situation and needs. All potential investors receiving this Document should make their own enquiries, investigations, independent analysis and judgment about the investment opportunities and the data/information stated or contained in this Document
and consult an accountant, stockbroker, lawyer or other professional or investment adviser before making any decision in relation to A-Cap or the securities described herein.
This Document contains certain "forward-looking statements". All statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that A-Cap believes, expects or anticipates will or may occur in the future, including without
limitation those regarding A-Cap's financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future operations (including without limitation development plans and objectives relating to A-Cap's business and statements regarding targets,
estimates and assumptions in respect of metal production and prices, operating costs and results, capital expenditures, mineral reserves and mineral resources and anticipated grades and recovery rates) are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking
statements are often, but not always, identified by the use of words such as "seek", "anticipate", and events or results which "may", "will", "can", "should", "could", or "might" occur or be achieved and other similar expressions. These forward-looking statements
reflect the current internal projections, expectations or beliefs of A-Cap based on information currently available to A-Cap and are subject to a number of risks (both known and unknown), uncertainties and other important factors that may cause the actual
results, performance or achievements of A-Cap to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on the numerous assumptions regarding A-Cap's present and future business
strategies and the environment in which A-Cap will operate, and must be read together with those assumptions. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this Document. Predictions, projections or forecasts of the economy or economic
trends of the markets are not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of A-Cap. No assurance can be given as to the accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-looking statements, events or results or that future events will occur, that
projections will be achieved, or that assumptions are correct. The forecast financial performance of A-Cap is not guaranteed. Past performance is not a reliable indication of future performance, and you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forwardlooking statements, which are based on the current views of A-Cap on future events. A-Cap and its affiliates, advisers and representatives expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions, except as required by law, to any
forward-looking statements contained in this Document to reflect any change in A-Cap's expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based.
No representation is made that, in relation to the tenements referred to in this Document, A-Cap has now or will at any time in the future develop further resources or reserves within the meaning of the Australian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results,
Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.
The information relating to Letlhakane Uranium Project forecast production and project economics are based on the outcomes of a technical study which was previously released to the ASX on 11 September 2015 “Mining Licence Application Submitted &
Technical Study Outcomes” (Technical Study). All material assumptions underpinning production targets or forecast financial information derived from production targets in the aforementioned initial announcement continue to apply and have not materially
changed. The Technical Study outcomes and production targets reflected in this Document are preliminary in nature as conclusions are drawn partly from indicated mineral resources and partly from inferred mineral resources. The Technical Study is based on
lower level technical and economic assessments and is insufficient to support estimation of ore reserves or to provide assurance of an economic development case at this stage, or to provide certainty that the conclusions of the Technical Study will be realised.
There is a low level of geological confidence associated with inferred mineral resources and there is no certainty that further exploration work will result in the determination of indicated mineral resources or that the production target itself will be realised.
Neither this Document nor any copy or portion of it may be sent or taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or indirectly, into the United States, Canada, Japan or any other jurisdiction where to do so would be unlawful. The securities discussed herein have not
been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the US Securities Act) or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and the securities discussed herein may not be offered or sold within the United
States except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act and applicable state or local securities laws. A-Cap does not intend to register its securities under the US Securities Act or
conduct a public offering of its securities in the United States. In Hong Kong, no shares of A-cap may be offered to the public, unless the prospectus relating to such sale or subscription is approved by The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited to be registered
under the Companies (Winding Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Chapter 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and is duly registered with the Company Registry. Otherwise, unregistered prospectus may not be distributed, published or released in Hong Kong,
except distributed to professional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder.
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Diversified Minerals Strategy

• A-Cap exploration for past twelve
months has focused on lateritic
cobalt deposits throughout
Australia
• Background research from
publicly available geological data
combined with detailed field
checking resulted in the
identification of the Castillo Ni-Co
Project and Wilconi Project in
mid-2018
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Cobalt Market
Forecast Increase in Cobalt Demand
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Source: McKinsey. Lithium and Cobalt : A Tale of Two Commodities
Report June 2018

Tenements
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WILCONI PROJECT

The proposed Wilconi farm-in joint venture agreement
covers twenty-eight mining tenements totalling 881sq
kms*
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* Source: Surface area of Wilconi tenements – granted by the WA
Department of Mines and Petroleum

Tenements
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WILCONI PROJECT

The proposed Wilconi farm-in joint venture agreement
covers twenty-eight mining tenements, comprising:
•

12 Granted Mining Leases

81sq kms*

•
•
•
•

8 granted Exploration Licences;
6 pending Exploration Licence applications;
1 Prospecting Licence; and
1 Retention Licence
totalling 800sq kms*
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*Source: Surface area of Wilconi tenements – granted by the WA
Department of Mines and Petroleum

Wilconi Farm-in Structure
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BLACKHAM RESOURCES

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Payment on binding term sheet: A$100,000
Payments upon entering Joint Venture subject to
clearing conditions precedent – A$2.9m
(20% beneficial interest in certain minerals including
cobalt and nickel)
Payment after 24 months from last payment:
A$500,000
Minimum project expenditure over 36 months of
A$5m (35% beneficial interest in certain minerals
including cobalt and nickel)
Payment after 36 months from commencement A$1m
cash and A$1.5m of ACap shares
(75% beneficial interest in certain minerals including
cobalt and nickel)

For FINAL 75% Interest:
 A$5m Cash
 A$5m in-ground expenditure
 A$1.5m in A-Cap shares
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Wilconi Farm-in Partner
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BLACKHAM RESOURCES

•

Blackham commenced gold production in October 2016, and produced 70,565 ounces of gold in the 2017/2018 financial year.
Gold production for the June 2018 half was 40koz, representing a 31% increase in production of the previous half.

•

Blackham Resources Limited “Blackham” is a Perth based, ASX listed gold mining company that owns 100% of the Matilda-Wiluna
Gold operation located in the Northern Goldfields of Western Australia.

•

The Matilda-Wiluna gold operation is currently a free milling, open pit mining operation supported by reserves at the Matilda,
Wiluna and Williamson open pit mines and the Golden Age underground mine.
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•

The operation
6.7 Moz at a
expanding gold
which almost 1
pits.

has large defined resource of
grade of 2.2 g/t. The current,
reserve is 1.2 Moz at 2.6 g/t of
Moz is underpinned by the open

•

The recent operational performance of the project
is indicative of the operational turn around. The
base case free-milling production plan cash flows
underpin the investment opportunity and the
dominant land position and 6.7 Moz resources,
along with an expansion plan for gold production
of 200koz, providing significant upside potential.

Source: www.blackhamresources.com.au/about-us/ (31 Oct-18)

Historical Work
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WILCONI PROJECT

•

Drilling on the resource was done by several previous
operators and joint-ventures from 1968 to 2008.

•

The historic lateritic resource estimate was based
upon 1,594 drillholes (972 aircore, 552 RC and 70
diamond core holes) and 21,266 nickel assays and
20,593 cobalt assays.

•

Approximately 7kms of prospective ultramafic source
rocks underlay laterite on granted mining leases

Category

Ni
Cut-off

Tonnes
(Mt)

Ni
%

Inferred
Inferred

0.8
0.5

32.5
80.5

0.85
0.77

Co
%

MgO
%

0.064
0.058

8.65
8.84

The table above shows JORC (2004) resources for Wilconi based on nickel cut-offs.
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Source: Agincourt Resources Ltd: Wiluna Nickel Laterite Resource.
Snowdens Project No. 5155 June 2005

Infrastructure
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WILCONI PROJECT

•

Large quantities of good quality water will be required in
various stages of the treatment process. Water
consumption for a 2Mtpa operation has been estimated
from other project data to be about 300 l/sec*. The
water in the region is generally saline, and may require
low cost dechlorinating as part of the plant flow sheet

•

The site is connected to a major gas pipeline from the
Northwest Shelf Oilfield which will provide an
economically viable power source. The current gold
operations utilise this power

•

Wiluna is connected to Perth and Kalgoorlie by a well
developed road and highway network

•

Wiluna has an all weather airstrip with regular flights
servicing the mines and local community

* Source: Matilda Gold Project Hydrological Assessment Report
by Worley Parsons Services Pty Ltd Nov 2012
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Proposed Development Strategy
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WILCONI PROJECT

Wilconi is a project that will benefit from
recent advances in exploration techniques
and metallurgical breakthroughs

Exploration
•

A-Cap will implement cutting edge geophysics to help
target cobalt zones at Wilconi. Deep Penetrating
Ground Radar, shallow seismic, and sophisticated
magnetic surveys will delineate cobalt zones away from
the known resource areas.

•

Reverse circulation drilling will be angled to help better
understand the 3D aspect of the cobalt controlling
features.

Metallurgy
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•

Strong emphasis will be placed on understanding the
metallurgy of the deposit. This will then determine the
best metallurgical flowsheet design.

•

New hydro-metallurgical advances, applicable to Co-Ni
laterites, mean that from the outset A-Cap can steer the
project into pre-feasibility stage using the most
applicable and cost-effective technologies.

Project Pathway
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WILCONI PROJECT
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Detailed Project Pathway
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FOR INVESTMENT TARGET ZONE
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Exploration Upside
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WILCONI PROJECT

Haematitic
Zone

Limonitic Zone

 Along-strike extensions
Cobalt
Zone

 Parallel ultramafic protore
 Deep “keel” oxidized zones

Saprolite
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Wilconi Advantages
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WILCONI PROJECT



The project has significant past drilling to enable A-Cap to value its potential



The deposit lies in largely granted mining tenements



Infrastructure associated with Blackham’s gold mining is in place



Environmentally safe with a long history of mining in the area



Past work was focussed solely on nickel with a cobalt by-product



New and innovative technologies have been developed to allow A-Cap to “tailor make” the
pre-feasibility work without the legacy of past mistakes:



•

Geophysics

•

Metallurgy

The electric-vehicle (EV) revolution is ushering in a golden age for battery materials, best
reflected in a dramatic increase in price for two key battery commodities, lithium and cobalt,
over the past 24 months*
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* Source: McKinsey. Lithium and Cobalt :
A Tale of Two Commodities Report June 2018
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A-CAP RESOURCES LIMITED

ASX:ACB Share Price

Capital Structure
$0.10

Shares on Issue
Share Price
Market Capitalisation
52 week high & low
Cash on hand

871,884,866
4c
$35 million
8.4c / 3.3c
$4.5 million

$0.08

$0.06

Board & Management

$0.04

Angang Shen
Paul Ingram
John Fisher-Stamp
Michael Liu
Jijing Niu
Chenghu Zhu

Chairman
Deputy Chairman, Non-Exec Director
Non-Exec Director
Non-Exec Director
Non-Exec Director
Non-Exec Director

Ashley Jones
Harry Mustard
Nicholas Yeak

Operations Manager
Exploration Manager
Company Secretary / Group FC

$0.02

$0.00
Feb-18

Apr-18

Top 5 Shareholders

Jiangsu Shengan Resources
Ansheng Investment
BNP Paribas
JP Morgan
Vermar
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Jun-18

Aug-18

Oct-18

41.04%
19.79%
13.65%
4.34%
3.20%

Information as at 19 Nov-18

Letlhakane Uranium Project
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BOTSWANA

Overview
• Global top ten undeveloped uranium resource - 365.7Mlbs
• Located in Botswana, a safe and secure investment destination with
the least corruption in Africa
• Mining Licence granted, Environmental Impact Statement approved,
Provisional Surface Rights granted
• All major infrastructure in place
• Ore body is flat, shallow & easy to mine – open pit mining using
surface miners
• 2-stage acid heap leach process design route
• Timeline to production in line with forecast increase in uranium
demand and prices
• Highly experienced technical and operational team

Project Optimisation

• Progressing staged optimisation activities to improve recovered
uranium grade, reduce processing costs focussing on acid supply and
consumption
• Planning for gangue minerals beneficiation test programmes and
CAPEX underway, following encouraging results of recently completed
acid consumption studies
• Acid cost savings of up to 26%, greatly improving OPEX
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The above global mineral resource, completed by an independent expert and reported in compliance with the JORC 2012 code, was
announced to the market on the 5th October 2015 (“release”) and A-Cap’s annual reports since 2015. A-Cap confirms that it is not aware of any
new information or data that materially affects the information included in the release and, in the case of estimates of mineral resources, that all
material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the release continue to apply and have not materially changed.

Letlhakane Uranium Project
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URANIUM MARKET

•

Operable Reactors
Reactors under construction
Reactors planned
Proposed Reactors

451
54
148
337 *

• Major production curtailments
• Long-dated supply contracts expiring
• Spot uranium price up 27% over past six
months

Source: RBC Capital Markets Global Metals & Mining Q4/2018 Outlook, WNA World Nuclear
Power Reactors & Uranium Requirements, Nov-18

• Increasing demand for base load energy to
power electric vehicle revolution
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* Source: WNA World Nuclear Power Reactors & Uranium Requirements, Nov-18

Letlhakane Uranium Project
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ROAD TO PRODUCTION

• Continue project optimisation activities to drive down Project OPEX & CAPEX
• Sustainable contract and spot uranium prices
• Project development timing
• Continue meeting mining licence obligations
• Strong support of substantial shareholders
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Competent Person’s Statement

Information in this presentation relating to Uranium Exploration results, is based on information compiled by Mr Ashley Jones, a full-time
employee of A-Cap Resources Limited and a member of AusIMM. Mr Jones has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of
mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person under
the 2012 Edition of the Australasian Code for reporting of Exploration Results Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves. Mr Jones consents to
the inclusion of the data in the form and context in which it appears.
Information in this presentation relating to cobalt, nickel and associated metals of the Wiluna Cobalt Nickel Project (Wilconi Project), is
based on information compiled by Mr Paul Ingram, a director of A-Cap Resources Limited and a Member of AusIMM. Mr Ingram has
sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and the activity he is undertaking
to qualify as a Competent Person under the 2012 Edition of the Australasian Code for reporting Exploration Results Mineral Resources and
Ore Reserves. Mr Ingram consents to the inclusion of the data in the form and context in which it appears.
Information relating to the published Wilconi Inferred Resource:
This mineral resource statement has been compiled in accordance with the guidelines defined in the Australasian Code for Reporting of
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (The JORC Code, 2004 Edition). Andrew Ross is a Fellow of the Australasian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, and has sufficient experience relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under
consideration and to the activity undertaken to qualify as Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the Australasian Code for
Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (The JORC Code, 2004 Edition). Sign-off compliance taken from
Oxiana’s 2007 Annual Report, with the resources reported in the same format.
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Contact

Level 1, 136 Stirling Hwy
Nedlands
Western Australia 6009
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

Legal advisors
Level 38 / 123
Eagle St
Brisbane QLD 4000

+61 8 9467 2612
+61 8 7200 7612
info@a-cap.com.au

www.a-cap.com.au
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